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	Artificial Intelligence for Advanced Problem Solving Techniques, 9781599047058 (1599047055), Information Science Publishing, 2008
One of the most important functions of artificial intelligence, automated problem solving, consists mainly of the development of software systems designed to find solutions to problems. These systems utilize a search space and algorithms in order to reach a solution.
Artificial Intelligence for Advanced Problem Solving Techniques offers scholars and practitioners cutting-edge research on algorithms and techniques such as search, domain independent heuristics, scheduling, constraint satisfaction, optimization, configuration, and planning, and highlights the relationship between the search categories and the various ways a specific application can be modeled and solved using advanced problem solving techniques.     

       About the Author

   Dimitris Vrakas is a lecturer at the Department of Informatics at the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece (AUTH). He has worked as an adjunct lecturer in the above department and in the computer & communication engineering department of the University of Thessaly. He has also taught at post-graduate courses in the Aristotle University and the University of Macedonia. He specializes in automated planning, heuristic search, and problem solving and he has published more than 30 papers and co-authored 2 books in the above areas.  

Ioannis Vlahavas is a professor in the Department of Informatics at the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece (AUTH). He received his PhD degree in logic programming systems from AUTH (1988). He was a visiting scholar in the Department of CS at Purdue University (1997). He specializes in logic programming, machine learning, automated planning, and knowledge-based and AI systems. He has published over 140 papers and 6 books and has been involved in more than 25 projects. He is leading the Programming Languages and Software Engineering Laboratory and the Logic Programming and Intelligent Systems Group.       
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Apache Cordova 3 ProgrammingAddison Wesley, 2013

	This is a book about programming cross-platform mobile applications using Apache Cordova 3 (with  some coverage of PhoneGap 3 as well). In Apache Cordova 3, the Cordova development team made  some dramatic changes in the framework, and this book is what you need to understand what Cordova 3  is all about. The book can be...


		

Alzheimer's Disease: A Century of Scientific And Clinical Research (Stand Alone)IOS Press, 2006

	This publication is a landmark work commemorating the centennial of Alois Alzheimer's discovery of what would be known as Alzheimer's disease (AD). The centennial of Alois Alzheimer's original description of the disease that would come to bear his name offers a vantage point from which to commemorate the seminal discoveries in the...


		

Reason in Action (Collected Essays, Vol. 1)Oxford University Press, 2011

	Reason in Action collects John Finnis' work on the theory of practical reason and moral philosophy. The essays in the volume range from foundational issues of meta-ethics to the practical application of natural law theory to ethical problems such as nuclear deterrence, obscenity and free speech, and abortion and cloning.
...





	

Next Generation Intelligent Optical Networks: From Access to BackboneSpringer, 2007
Optical networks have been in commercial deployment since the early 1980s as a result of advances in optical, photonic, and material technologies. Although the initial deployment was based on silica fiber with a single wavelength modulated at low data rates, it was quickly demonstrated that fiber can deliver much more bandwidth than any other...

		

Absolute Beginner's Guide to Tablet PCsQue, 2003
If you just got a Tablet PC or are interested in learning more about what a Tablet PC can do, you've picked up the right book. I won't treat you like you're an idiot or a dummy—just someone who is new to the Tablet PC.

With that said, I will write from the perspective that you're not new to...


		

Data Mining: Concepts, Methods and Applications in Management and Engineering Design (Decision Engineering)Springer, 2011

	Data Mining introduces in clear and simple ways how to use existing data mining methods to obtain effective solutions for a variety of management and engineering design problems.





	Data Mining is organised into two parts: the first provides a focused introduction to data mining and the second goes into greater depth on subjects...
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